
From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Sunday, April 06, 2008 2:42 PM PT 
To: Devin Standard 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; R. H. Kjar - President, San Jacinto Chapter 233 AFA; Enid Enga 
Pigors - Office of the Chairman & CEO of Coca Cola; Augusto Benito Vargis; 
Deborah "Aggressive-Billions Nazi Slave Wage" Sturman Esq.; 
Dawn_Jackson@brown.edu Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African 
Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; 
TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest 
Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of 
Broadcasters; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Michael Strauss Esq. - International 
Monetary Fund; martin.wolf@ft.com; Tefo Mohapi; michael sagorin; Professor Rabbi 
Abner Weiss; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-
Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - 
Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; Norman Lazarus - NLazarus@NBM-
Houston.com; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; 
The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South 
Africa; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of 
American Charles Engelhard's estate; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Ernest Slotar 
Inc.; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Sherri 
Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Dr. Laura Family; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's 
Minister of Finance; Joyce DeBeers-Rhodes Bursary-Scholarship Mohapi; Joyce 
Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; 
Professor Jeffrey Sachs - Columbia University; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT 
& Cornell University; Eliot Spitzer - Former Governor of New York State - Former 
Attorney General of New York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring; Tony Leon MP - 
Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; Helen Zille - Mayor of 
Cape Town, South Africa; TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US 
Army Recruiter; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; US Navy Vice Admiral John 
Stufflebeem; Mossad; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: WAKE UP - FW: Moosh 
 
Devin, wake up man! 
 
I am sitting on the long most comfortable black leather couch but in the middle of 
the two oversized cushions making it not all that comfortable while looking out as 
far as the eye can see at the awesome and rather rough Pacific “Oshon” [sic] with 
Jonathan sitting on the one extraordinary comfortable reclining Italian leather 
chairs, Marie just calling out to him, “We’ll check your hair every day!” 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/aweiss-smart.pdf 
 
Before I forget what do you make of this “shot across the bow” verbiage, “Te last 
time I had any thoughts on the CIA was when I used to play squash with the station manager of 
Air America in the PI” fired at Adam L. Tucker this past Friday by R. H. (Bob) Kjar, 
President, San Jacinto Chapter 233 AFA, who after receiving my “knuckelball” sent 
via the email I began broadcasting last evening to Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss, 



thought it smart to reply, “I will take appropriate action” displaying as well this crest 
below: 
 

 
 
Not to mention that given how it is public knowledge that “Air America” is owned by 
the CIA who have more rights when traveling between countries than those 
carrying diplomatic pouches who rarely carry concealed weapons including poison 
darts, when someone such as Kjar talks about playing a very non-American sport 
like squash with the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, there is little doubt 
left in the mind of anyone intelligent let alone someone such as myself well 
schooled at the highest levels of Israeli Military Intelligence from when I was just a 
young kid. 
 

 



 
Jonathan and his scumbag father, The IT, failed the easiest of tests just very 
recently when failing to inform the parents of Jonathan’s friends that he had lice 
after Jonathan informed us that while he was in The IT’s custody The IT had found 
lice eggs and gave Jonathan the first treatment which you would know doesn’t kill 
the eggs which when hatched require a second treatment and constant vigil. 
 
As you know the business of lice is to suck blood, lay eggs and of course they must 
poop, just like any human succulent better understanding their future ancestors. 
 
What if we were all living on someone’s scalp as we are living right now? 
 
Marie now saying, “At least I don’t see any eggs.” 
 
JoNathan now piping in with, “John Ben said that there were not that many eggs, 
just a few!” 
 
Marie now responding, “You should wash your sheets at John Ben again in hot 
water; again spray the carpet especially your pillow case anywhere you lay your 
head, on your hats, if you have baseball caps. They could be hatching over there 
and as soon as you put your head on the pillow…” 
 
Do you think we should call for a guaranteeing of The IT’s big 3 bedroom house 
with those two yapping dogs that both his kids refuse to pick up business #2 since 
they both know those dogs were part of the purchase in buying their silence back in 
the fall of 2002 when The IT used them both first as a spear than a shield when 
attempting to murder my Marie’s very good names? 
 
After I finished the phone call with the South African mother of Jonathan’s one 
friend who goes by the nickname, “Brown”, who was nothing short of livid that it 
had taken so long for her to be informed given again how The IT and Jonathan had 
failed this so “easy test”, I began the follow up “shock treatment” that Marie began 
the last time she, Jonathan and Danielle were together about 10 or so days ago as 
the 3 of them walked on the beach and Jonathan and Danielle had decided that 
Danielle was the one best equipped to try and make Marie feel guilty about trying 
to make them both “independent thinkers” when all the two of them want is to be 

left alone in “peace and quiet” never having to think about the shell-shocking “$ 

hit list” [sic] on just3ants.com and to live in their own “little world” off the Trust-
Hush-Funds set up by The IT who having been sidelined by God for his crimes 
against humanity, can never practice his fraudulent billing at the Pathology 
Department at Sharp Memorial Hospital, San Diego or ever again enter the salt 
water given again the vengeance of God having now irreparably damaged what was 
always poor eyesight, hence the many malpractice lawsuits against the Sharp 
Memorial Hospital, and consequently The IT now living his own induced hell has 
nothing more to do with his time apart from reading my emails than to try manage 
his “tTOo” [sic] co-opted-corrupted kids’ investment portfolio and speak with his 
lawyers and advisors who you surely must be thinking like I am, have something to 



do with all the increasing number of unique visitors we get each and every day at 
just3ants.com. 
 
Don’t you just love the omnipotent power of our One God! 
 
It is so much easier to read my material when it is not about you, better yet about 
the slimeball of slimeballs who along with his advisors has to be increasingly 
concerned that one or both of his kids will decide to do the right thing and the 
smart thing which is also the right thing and have him and his Cow explain both 
their actions and inactions beginning when about 9 odd years ago The IT decided to 
unilaterally reduce Marie’s nothing to speak of child support checks and how very 
quickly it escalated in to this flat line plotting crook filing a baseless criminal 
complaint against me; and the coup de grace taking place at the end of the criminal 
court proceeding on October 24th, 2002 when you and Paul Hierview were present 
in Courtroom 25, presided over by the right, honorable Judge Hendrix who provided 
Marie, who was not my wife at the time with “legal possession” of the hand gun I 
had given to her which Judge Hendrix understood perfectly well was for Marie to 
protect herself against no one other than The It who demonstrated beyond a 
shadow of a doubt to the Judge and everyone in the courtroom that he was one 
most out-of-control dangerous person. 
 
Not to mention it was not lost on Judge Hendrix the decision by The IT to introduce 
Marie’s very carefully craft will into evidence when it was not only totally irrelevant 
to the proceedings but demonstrated the very sick mindset of this sicko of sickos 
who chooses his company so very carefully although he has yet to marry The Cow 
despite getting approval from Danielle who the IT you recall had told his one and 
only daughter that we know of, that if she when barely age 16, were to “go along” 
with The Cow’s desire to get married to The IT, making The Cow his wife number 3, 
it would negatively impact her Trust-Hush-Fund. 
 
Yes, how many of the sickest human beings in the world would discuss with their 
children not only that their silence is being bought with ill-gotten monies but that 
they expected their Trust-Hush-Fund children to go along with their crimes against 
humanity? 
 
Judaism covers a  lot of ground in terms of human behavior beginning with us 
Jewish people who are properly schooled in the “ethics of the Fathers” knowing that 
it is tantamount to murder when destroying a good person’s good name. 
 
Again, The IT and Co. have no idea when those around them including their 
children will turn on them not because they suddenly have a conscience but 
because they are so very embarrassed about the prospects of being with The IT 

and Co. on the “$ hit list” [sic]; not giving a moments thought to the distinct 
possibility that there is a much higher authority and so very extraordinarily 
vengeful towards those who think themselves “above it all”. 
 



The least imaginative human being can figure out that they can find God 
throughout nature without having to try and find God imbedding Him-Herself in a 
human being. 
 
But this would negate the need to have churches, mosques, synagogues and the 
such along with all the corrupt clergy. 
 
Then again formal religious gatherings allow not only for ongoing ability of the 
biggest crooks to conduct business but for those establishments that provide 
childcare they serve the same purpose as schools, college and universities when not 
indoctrinating our kids with absolute nonsense. 
 
Don’t you just love today’s news headline all about war beginning with Bush and 
Putin not able to agree on the next missile-war defense-offense system, all the 
while there remains still so much talk about “the rule of law”, and this and that 
decision in this and that lower court and higher court and what the Supreme Court 
of the United States has yet to say about the CIA spearheading the South African 
Apartheid Regime’s biological weapons programme, let alone who paid for it, which 
only has you thinking time again about the Mossad made up of not exactly the most 
stupid people in the world never since their official formation in December 1949, 
some 11 odd months after my Royal Mater-Mother from the House of Ash began 
“From the earliest days of 1949 she [Zena] visited Israel two and three times a 
year writing reports for different publications”, paying a penny even for their deadly 
“model-hookers.”  



 
You of course recall Enid Pigors, the personal assistant of the Chief Executive 
Officer and Chairman of the Board of Coca Cola who benefitted handsomely from 
the CIA’s Apartheid Regime’s biological weapons programme that was administered 
throughout the world without any evidence that it has taken a moment to even 
pause. 
 
You also recall me mentioning time and again how the corrupt local police 
authorities in the village of Machu Picchu, Peru, some 500 meters below the ruins of 
Machu Picchu wear Coca Cola emblems over their left breast pockets sewn on to 
bright blue uniforms serving as quite a warning to the local populace who exactly is 
in control of their corrupt government. 
 
You think just because you cannot see any change in nature one moment to the 
next that God who invented math so very precise doesn’t know how to enter your 
head and have your write such utter nonsense? 
 
Did you just forget that Marilon Vos Savant, considered the greatest mind of her 
times proved mathematically that when choosing change one increases the odds of 
success? 
 
Ms. Savant, remember, did not invent math that can explain everything including 
this “shock treatment”. 



 
When you combine this so obvious presence of God with my explanation of math 
being God’s language that is not in the least bit subjective so very precise it could 
have only been invented by one most extraordinarily precise mind and why the 
smartest of the smart men Einstein referred to his and Marc Grossman’s math 
equation as the “Mind of God”, given how Special-General Relativity has been 
proven time again, one direct experiment after the next for the past century, so 
you should pause while not forgetting for a moment that the price mechanism that 
is the foundation of “Free and Fair markets” has been grossly interfered with now 
for the same amount of time by the mafia of mafia, De Beers Anglo American Cartel 
using nothing other than brute military force to get their way throughout the world 
under the guise when stealing the land of the indigenous peoples to harvest the rich 
mineral resources below, that such bestiality was for the “higher good” of 
“civilizing” such peoples who simply didn’t have the bigger guns.. 
 
Then once compounding all that evidence of the “Hand of God” at work with the 
fact that I am alive, very well, very fit and living the life of riley all the while telling 
my story, you should go still unless of course you are also enjoying great sex which 
I doubt, but of course you feel better knowing neither is The IT and his Cow. 
 
Prenez garde de l'eau immobile - Beware of Still Waters! 
 
You decision to write those 28 words, “Adam: I have no idea what you are 
talking about. haven't read your past 20+ emails. I've  been busy working 
on my website. What are you referencing? Devin” were nothing short of 
“shocking”. 
 
You know it really isn’t a bad thing “shock treatment”, it all depends on how you 
look at it. 
 
If you are numb like The IT’s “tTOo” [sic] children, Jonathan, Danielle and you, 
then what difference does it make other than you can only become less numb; and 
in the process of the shock treatment bearing in mind that your minds are like a 
perfect vacuum such as what we find in deep space, receiving an electrical current 
creating a light bulb effect for others to do nothing more than avoid you like the 
plague. 
 
Here is Adam L. Tucker, through no fault of his own born because of his parents 
poor genes with Chrohn’s Disease and now unemployed, down to his last US$50, 
despite the most extraordinary computer skills, a contractor’s license, a knowledge 
base at least equivalent to yours and he is some 13 odd years younger than you 
without having close to your formal education, let alone not having traveled as 
much as you, not only reading you the “riot act” but explaining it so simply and 
might I add hilariously funny, again all in simple English, and your response would 
make you ashamed of your youngest kid were Arthur to be so diabolically corrupt-
dumb. 
 



Do you remember your, my and Marie’s conversations the other evening when 
Adam was visiting?  
 
Of course, Adam heard pretty much every word spoken from our end and it wasn’t 
difficult for him to figure out what you were saying bearing in mind that of course 
you had no idea whatsoever what Marie was talking about when it came to the 
subject of “art appreciation” which of course she fully understood given how 
extraordinarily few people in the entire world know the first thing about how to 
judge a good oil painting given how training in classical oil painting is more than a 
“lost art”, it has been murdered, all the while the ruling elite have hooked the entire 
world, apart from those civilizations yet to civilized by those with the biggest guns 
who murder their art culture in favor of “modern art monies.” 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/ATUCKER‐MODERNARTMONIES.pdf 
 
Can’t you just wait to go on the 5 day, 4 night hike over the Andes to Machu Picchu 
where you don’t know for sure whether the Porters carrying the food are sufficiently 
briefed by the likes of Augusto Benito Vargis and his wife Patricia and their some 
1,000 other very fit and very literate and very well educated Peruvian Guides? 
 
For you to suggest that you don’t understand what Adam was “referencing” 
suggests that you are either totally numb or take me also to be a fool! 
 
“Don’t kid yourself!” was an oft used English expression exclusive not only to my 
Royal Mater-Mother but once you understand exactly who my mother was when 
coaching me from before I began speaking at only age 3, so such verbiage takes on 
added significance. 
 
You have to be the biggest fucking fool in the world not to know that with Israel 
having to fight for her life in Israel’s War of Independence 1947-1949 within 3 
years of the Russian Red Army liberating Auschwitz and the genocide of genocides 
so very transparent, the Nazis and their financial supporters quite obviously won 
World Oil War II. 
 
Ben Gurion and Co. headquartered in Jerusalem, Israel didn’t even need to see De 
Beers controlled President Franklin D. Roosevelt on board the USS Quincy some 12 
days later on February 14th, 1945 meeting with Ibn Saud of the House of Saud to 
know that those Jewish people who survived the holocaust were about to face the 
“fight of their lives”. 
 
Why talk, why write a single word let alone a book spelling out the obvious to the 
brain dead! 
 
Then again, I remain in competition with my French-Canadian wife who currently 
owns 2% of my intellectual property to die the richest person ever. 
 
So now think about who exactly chooses the artist oil painters that we all hear 
about? What is their qualification? 



 
You know perfectly well when not feeling “on the spot” under the brightest of bright 
spotlights that it is the “money power” people who decide on what art sells but that 
doesn’t mean the “money power” people have taste. 
 
Can you name a single person you or your Harvard Law School trained father 
Kenneth Standard Esquire knows apart from Marie and me who has “taste”, and of 
course share with me their email address! 
 
Yes, it is a disgrace that we have only received some US$23.88 in sponsorship but I 
doubt very much you think as a result I have lost my “faith” in God; on the 
contrary I am invigorated by such a show of hypocrisy and stupidity. 
 
You do remember that while I am a Lily White Wheaty Eater I am very probably not 
all that inbred; bearing in mind that the one brother of my maternal grandfather, 
Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash, from the House of Ash, was called “Blackie” given his 
very dark skin and as best I recall my mother telling me “Blackie” spent a great 
deal of time in Syria. 
 
My Royal-Mater-Mother’s House of Ash - the word “Bad” is short for “B’yit” which is 
“house” in Hebrew much like when talking about the House of Saud - may in fact 
have been the one Lost Tribe of Israel that wasn’t brutality wiped out by the 
remaining Tribes of Israel. 
 
Such knowledge part and parcel of the Mossad so brilliantly compartmentally 
organized by Ben Gurion and his closest consigliores who didn’t take all that long to 
figure out that just because I spoke so very little as a kid didn’t mean that I was 
“backward” and the fact that I was in a “class all by myself” when it came to 
jumping over barrels on ice wearing ice hockey skates also wasn’t an attribute to 
“sneeze at”; moreover, how much more attention the smartest as well as toughest 
people in the world paid to what I had to say when deciding in my last year of high 
school when I attended 3 different schools that I was going to “go it alone”, that 
the risks with Ben Gurion dead were simply too high. 
 
There were few households in South Africa such as mine that had as worldly a 
mother as Zena Gevisser who made it her business to see to it that we got our 
“training” outside of the hell hole of Durban, South Africa under the command and 
control of the 3rd Reich’s southern division. 
 
Again, after learning about the importance of not letting your slip show, read my 
Royal Mother’s carefully scripted autobiography, “The Life Story of Zena” only being 
broadcast on www.just3ants.com. 
 
I think you would be well served to begin a dialogue with Bernard Lazarus who lives 
in La Jolla, the next town south of Del Mar, California, when Gunter and his wife 
Pearl are not gallivanting around the world; the Lazarus clan of Durban North, 
South Africa having made their billions by doing the bidding of the South African 
Apartheid Regime and not to forget Bernard’s brother Gunter “The Pig” Lazarus who 



died the horrible death of throat cancer, all of these disgusting future cancer cells 
that may very possibly be working their way through not only your intestines this 
very instant, afforded the best seats in our opulent orthodox Jewish synagogue 
located on the corner of Musgrave and Silverton Road. 
 
Another person you might contact is my friend Michael Sagorin who as a kid along 
with his two siblings would sit every Friday night with their grandfather in the last 
row of seats directly in front of the Lazarus clan who were as close as it got in 
terms of seating arrangements to our over the top worldly rabbi Professor Abner 
Weiss seated next to the Holy Ark, who knew that were he to admonish this not in 
the least bit hypocritical supporters of the South African Apartheid regime, his life 
could end in an instant. 
 
The fact that Michael and the Lazarus clan as well as Rabbi Weiss still place the 
value of their lives above those not having the biggest guns does not make it right. 
 
Moreover, they are of course not alone in being virulently anti-Semitic and why 
they are so deathly afraid to answer the question, “Do you believe or do you know 
God?” 
 
Michael Sagorin used to tell a great story about how when he was in the brutal 
South African Police Force doing his 24 or so month compulsory military service for 
the Apartheid Regime administering along with the CIA poisons on all their most 
vocal opponents, he came across this young black kid stealing Bella Schmarmans’ 
eldest son’s motorcycle helmet that he, just forgot his name, had left sitting on his 
motorcycle. 
 
At the time, this son who was in my sister Kathy-Louise’s class at high school at 
Carmel College, Durban where the Lazarus clan “ruled the roost”, was on the 
“Banned” list which prevented such persons from congregating with others, let 
alone it was illegal for the media to publish any of their writings which of course 
makes me feel quite “at home” here in the United States of America whose 
government officials, elected and non-elected still control the government of South 
Africa just as they did the Apartheid Regime for some 45 odd years beginning some 
12 days following the State of Israel “blowing out the water” all the carefully laid 
plans to have the Israelites who had the survived the De Beers-US-British 
Holocaust to be driven into the Mediterranean Sea. 
 
After grabbing the Black South African kid by the “scruff of the collar” [sic] and 
then handcuffing him, Michael then walked up the steps to the front door of the 
Schmarman’s residence and when this eldest son answered the door, Michael of 
course recognized him but decided in his infinite wisdom given his so very poor 
conditioning to arrest the kid despite the protestations of this “banned” person who 
when showing up in court pleaded with the judge to let the Black kid go free since 
all he was doing was stealing “bread money”, but to no avail and today Michael 
Sagorin wears along with having contracted MS the proud honor of this black kid 
being sent to jail. 
 



Don’t you still just love getting a kick out of Nelson Mandela in his 11,700 word “I 
am Prepared to Die” speech from the dock of the Supreme Court of South Africa, on 
April 20th, 1964, paying homage to the American and British Judicial system that 
would inevitably allow him not only to save his neck from the British-American 
gallows but go on to become the first Black South African President just so long as 
he remembered along with his successors to keep “under lock and key” that 
STORED CD ROM detailing the CIA spearheading the Apartheid Regimes’ biological 
weapons programme. 
 
How quickly we choose not to remember! 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20president-
remebrance.pdf 
 
What business plan exactly are you working on knowing that each letter, each 
number you put down you are perpetuating the DAAC Agenda, “Take the money 
now or open up a taco stand” 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20president-rising.pdf 
 
Devin, try using your imagination to give thought to the number of people around 
the world I reached yesterday beginning with a former 9-year female analyst for 
Drexel Burnham out of their New York Office whose husband, an investment banker 
whose one 12 person pharmaceutical private research corporation not that long ago 
received a US$300 million cash payment form Smith Klein Beckman for trying to 
steal their proprietary technology, albeit this very “vanilla” woman with the greatest 
sense of humor and Marie and I were mostly just “shooting the breeze” about this 
modern art building that we were standing in all geared toward roaming modern 
artists whose works of course will not stand the test of time just like our modern art 
monies. 
 
Not to mention this lady who is 16 years younger than her husband have two sons, 
one a 20 year old professional soccer player playing for an Italian club and a 24 
year old who is starting his own corporation all geared toward helping high 
achieving university students cope with the mediocrity of US corporations by 
creating for them so as to reduce the extraordinary high turnover of these folks 
between ages 22 and 29, an affinity group over the internet that encourages these 
very highly compensated kids to also meet in person and commiserate. 
 
Should I get permission from Marie who is now getting ready to ride with me on the 
superfast Ducati ST4S, we planning to purchase today two Scottish kilts to 
commemorate my last birthday where I don’t recall receiving any gold from you, I 
will call this lady this evening who felt very strongly that her 24 year son would just 
love to talk with me; not to mention this most “laid back” but highly sophisticated 
investment banker is the treasurer of her son’s startup company, that I think you 
would agree that if I devoted no more than 10 minutes to, not every day, but just 
one time, there is every reason to believe if he is half as smart and articulate as his 
mother would be nothing short of an “overnight success”. 



 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20president-
nextofkin.pdf 
 
Suffice to say, this very attractive lady now 47 joined Drexel in 1982, the same 
year I became intimately familiar with “our man Roger” who joined the National 
Security Council in March 1982 and began the process along with Sec. James A. 
Baker III of bankrupting the United States as they stepped up the pace of our 
already out-of-control military-industrial-complex that General Eisenhower when 
President in his last days in the Oval Office warned us to be so ever vigilant. 
 
Do you understand the significance to the most “money power” of money power 
people my decision not to follow in my uncle David Gevisser’s footsteps once I 
figured out that he had not only sold his soul but sold his first cousins beginning 
with my father “down the drain” when deciding to do a deal with the devil American 
Charles Engelhard who got his comeuppance within 2 years, the poison 
administered of course courtesy of the Mossad who never allow retribution to come 
into their thinking when taking their time with enemies of the State of Israel. 
 
Yes why not go back and examine President JFK’s inauguration speech by clicking 
hyperlink below: 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/President-goodluck4.htm 
 
You are the global marketing strategist for a US government licensed gun running 
operation that helps keep not only local law enforcement in business but each one 
of our major Defense-Offense contractors like Science Application International 
Corporation and you recall that “our Man Roger” aka Roger W. Robinson’s bosom 
buddy, King Golden Jr. Esq. was General Counsel for SAIC; not to mention the 
“coincidence” of King Golden Jr. was my one American attorney for umpteen years 
beginning when “our man Roger” took over control of the Executive Branch of the 
US government; to mention little of King, a left of left winger politician, when 
deciding to join me held on to his  shares in SAIC knowing that “our man Roger” 
and Co. would inevitably succeed and the value of those shares would skyrocket. 
 
Never forget that one of the greatest teachings of Judaism is that once one decides 
to change ones behavior you can never be reminded of your past sins. 
 
I now hear Marie spraying hair spray on her so well cut thick hair. 
 
Now Marie telling me in her so exotically cute French accent, when I read back the 
last line, “No, it is perfume. Sorry!” 
 
Time to fly. 
 
Shalom-Kgotso-Paix 
 
Gg 



 
Ps – Make your edits in the color green when replying. 
 
[Word count 4672] 
 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Saturday, April 05, 2008 6:45 PM 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Jonathan Stewart 
Subject: RE: Moosh 
 
I’ll advance you the cost of the ravioli + a salad at Il Forniao this evening and if you have to buy someone 
a drink that too; assuming you have that US100 left, if not call me. We are headed out the door. 
 
I told JoNathan that I would send him a copy of what you wrote. 
 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Saturday, April 05, 2008 5:09 PM 
To: 'Devin Standard' 
Subject: RE: Moosh 
 
Devin, 
 
Gary spoke of you the other day, telling me that you know what it is like to struggle and that your 
reservations about “…catching the most wind” is for fear of losing it all again and having to struggle. 
 
Fortunately for me, I don’t have a wife any more or children although I did end up with the two cats from 
the divorce which provide me a constant reminder of my interaction with forces that are not within my 
control. 
 
Do you find it disgusting or encouraging that just3ants has only collected US$23.88 in contributions? 
 
You and Charlotte got your survival training, and I am sure that you have socked away some gold… 
knowing what you know of Gary’s prescient timing, why haven’t you met with the President yet?  
 
I know you are a very intelligent person, and by now have realized that life’s tests are purely opportunities 
to live up to our potential. We are living in a time that will be looked back upon by our grandchildren’s 
grandchildren and you are in the pound seats with a singularly unique position of having the knowledge 
that Gary has shared with you as well as being not only born into an intellectual household but having a 
career that has afforded you the opportunity to request time with The President to speak of something 
with real substance.. 
 
My decision to put so much time and energy into sharing Gary’s insight through just3ants came down to a 
decision of could I live with myself knowing that I had the opportunity to be a part of something bigger 
than me and choosing otherwise. 
 
Instead of eating peanut butter and jelly sandwiches I could be eating ravioli from Il Fornaio, but at the 
end of the day, my stomach is still full and I feel good about myself which I don’t think most people can 
say about their lives. 
 
Did you know that there was a time that shoes and clothing were just intended as a means of protection 
from the elements? 
 



Amazing how priorities shift back and forth. 
 
For Fuck sake Devin, stand up and be the man that you want your wife, children and Father to be proud 
of! 
 
It would have been a better allocation of your time and ultimately mine had you chosen to “not read” my 
last email as well. 
 
You have a very black and white decision to make; I hope you are prepared to live by it. 
 
Cheers, 
Adam 
 

 
From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Saturday, April 05, 2008 10:57 AM 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Subject: Re: Moosh 
 
Adam: 
I have no idea what you are talking about. 
haven't read your past 20+ emails. 
I've  been busy working on my website.  
What are you referencing? 
Devin 

----- Original Message ---- 
From: Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com> 
To: Devin Standard <devinstandard@yahoo.com> 
Cc: gevisser@sbcglobal.net; Tefo - g00g0lpl3x@gmail.com; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni 
MIT & Cornell University - jkpjkp@alum.mit.edu; Augusto Benito Vargis -
augusbenito@hotmail.com 
Sent: Saturday, April 5, 2008 11:39:35 AM 
Subject: Moosh 

Devin, 
What is your excuse? 
  
After growing up in a very money centered family I realized that it is what canʼt be bought which has a real 
value. No matter what happens to you financially at the end of the day you only have yourself and the 
legacy or your decisions. 
  
Wouldnʼt you agree that it is fruitless to spend a lifetime accumulating when you know that it could all be 
taken away from you in a heartbeat? 
  
What will you be left with? 
  
What are you afraid of? 
  
How long will you have this window of opportunity? 
 
 



 


